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I*0 Int reduction 

It hx been icn3wn for some time that rf a moving aerofo~l li3 pro- 
vlded -v:iCL a high velocity jet sheet m its trzling edge regglon, havmng 
a momentum more than suf'I"xvent for boundary layer c%ntrol, Its lift 
vnll be &reater than could be prcdzcted usln,g or.ly classical theory'. 
Late in 1952 it was syggested at the 3I.G.T.E. that a wotihwhz~le increase 
m lift nllght resull, lf, mstead of an aux&iary jet, must or all of 
the propulsive ;et of an au-craft vere dxscharged doxwards through a 
narrow full span nozzle formrng tile traling edge of the wing. After 
Sam? pL!re>J qlLL1tattlve, unreported, preli?lmary experviients, work was 
begun on a theoretlcH1 ;ud an cxperinentai invsstxgation OS a system 
compr~sti~g nn unoubered atrofoL!. cf fnced f;eometI) vsltk a full span 
"propdslve" Jet lSSU3A~ from ItS +XSllin;: edge - See Pi&I-e 2. 

The zums of the eqerimentti w~rlc were the provls~on of such basic 
mnfornat1on as vould assIl.st 1n an understan&ng of the jet flap mechsnum, 
and of a chcclc 0~1 the tincoq which was bexng developed in parallel with 
the experiments - see Peferencc 2. Thus a cornprison with that theory 
1s made viherever appropriate. 

2.0 

2.1 The model 

For pr~actwal. reasons and since any theoretical wa-k involving 
transfomatxons would thus be simpllfled, an uncsmbercd aerofoll of 
ell~pticnl sectxon vias chosen for the experiments, x.t being thou&t, 
moreover, that an orShodox aerofoll section nught be no more suitable for 
use 1x1 con;mctlon vlth t:le Jet flap than wouti the ellipse. For esse 
of manufacture the model was made in brass and as large as the wnd tunnel 
faccllitles viould permit, but even so the sus w-s insufficient for the 
avhdsnce of consxkrabk Reynolds nur;iber ei'f'ects. The basic model 
comprised an aeroi‘o~l body with an accurately machines register to vrhich 
could bc attached alternatIve trz~lmn& edge assemblies. 

Tht, structur-al snd geomctrx details are broadly L!.l~xtrated by 
Figures 1 ancl 2, trw trmling edge uzuts ?xuz used, each conforming to 
the elllptlcal section and h3nrg a full SF jet slot of which the centre 
lune passed through tl-e centre of the trailug edge rsdus. The Jet 

o effl7.x a+es were 9G.W an& 31.4 (nommally 90° ti 30°) ard the average 
slot v,'ildths were both 0.018 HI., the vanshun being less than + 0.001 
in., for trre SO0 modei and as illustrated in ~qure 5 for the 3FJ model. 
Czre vas t&en to onsure a unifon-. sparmxse jet total pressure dlstrxbu- 
txn (see Figure l(b)) ana to rx3 the. model of leaks which ni&t well upset 
its boundary layers. Tn.: zet total pressure was measured vrlthin the 
body cf the r-icrtir'oil whew tke flow area was more than forty times that 
of the Jet slct, whilst the external static pressure holes (1 - 26 111 
Figure Z), whlcn of necess1t.y wtre staggered nez~r the lcsding s& trail- 
ing edgus, viLre ?ll~vlthin 1 i7 1 6 I. of the mid-span station. 

2.2 Phe winil tume1 etc. 

In vievi of t.-Le large vetil.cal da placement to be expected of the 
mainstream, the O~nnel working section w.s made 12 in. wide by $$ in. 
deep ana 6 ft long, and It vas connected by a two dimensional contrac- 
tlon to the 5% in. square settling chamber of srj existing low speed 
cascade tunnel ss shown UI Fqure 3. The sides of the wx-kiq~ section 
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could be ad&steL by screw jacks to clamp the model when pressure plOttUg 
ma to provide 3 small clearance, <&wut 0.05 XL. on each sxle, to pem1t 
the thrust balnnce to be used. .&lr speeds up to 115 ft/s could be 
attained in the working section where the velocity profile was fair, 
alt!mqh the boundqf layer was about 0.75 m. thick on the slk WdlS 
m the region of the aerofoil leading edge due to a bulge near the exit 
of the contrciction. 

The ma- JFt flow ~‘9s about 0.17 lb/s of air and this was 

~rcniied. b; a nubile c\,r.pressor feeding the model via the normal laboratory 
rink mmn aad rcserwir, a stop valve, a high efficxncy filter, two 
reclucmg ~21~~s in serxs, a ccrbdlqal -mter separator and a throttling 
vr" lve . iiilth th3.R xrrangenent the long period fluctuations of the jet 
total pressure, duo to the compressor governing mechanism, were reduced 
to about 0.02 in. ~ZXW~ nrithih the non& wcrking range of the regula- 
tor valves. Vith large airflows, however, variation could be consider- 
ably larger ant, whm mectssery, the mama1 control of a blow-off valve 
ensured tlli-t the p~r~trrtagt: fl~&~atloI~ of the jet total pressure YZ~S 
reduced to a neglqqble vnlue at all times. It ms found essentml to 
remorre thy condensed wxtcr from the axr sxnce if any passed through the 
jet slot It gnve rx3e to n large, erratic reduction in thrust and could 
eves effect the static pressure distribution. All drain valves were, 
therrfom, left "cracked" during test runs to give a conttiuous blow 
down of condmsate -and 0x1 which on occasions amounted to mre than two 
gallons per hour. 

The vertical lengths of rubber tubirq connecting the model inlets 
to the supply points (see Figure 4) were kept strrught and taut, what- 
ever the attitude of t‘-ie aerofoil, to avoid any Bourdon tube effect when 
under pressure during E-x thmst measurements. 

The tlhrust balance cor:sisted of a parallelogmm linkage on either 
sxde of the working sectson, the lower lmks being clamped to the air 
supply tube so as to prevent rotation of the model (see Figure 4). The 
tvx forward arfw xre fixec to a torsion tube which carried the balance 
arms centmlly, vhile t2e rear pair were freely pivotted. The need 
for lxste 1n the constructlm~ 0 f the balance led to tine use of ball 
races for the nlv3ts and these, when lubrxated with light machine oil 
after bang thoroughly Trgashed in a grease solvent, proved remarkably 
reliable sn spite of the very small angular movements made. The use of 
a sensitive pneumatic relay valve and pressure gauge as a null point indi- 
c&or made 1.t possible to measure thrust and drag forces reliably to 
0.002 lb, while 0.0005 lb could be detected. d full scale deflection of 
the pressure gauge (0 - 20 p.s.1.) corresponded to an angular movement of 
the balance arms of about 1.5 minutes of arc when the coupling link was 
posrtioned to give the mnxirium practicable sensitivxty. Thus, with a 
heavd model and suspension system and large inverted lift forces, the 
pendulum effect was neglxible providing that the initial precaution was 
taken of s&xv2 the balance pint to correspond with a vertical alignment 
of the four parallel arms. 

Zero geometric incidence was obtained by setting the chord line 
scribed on the model parallel to the wind tunnel centre line marked on 
one of the tmnsnarent v,alls. A pointer cldmped to the a2.r supply tube 
was then zeroed on a protractor fixed to one of the side links (see 
I+.gure 4) and a prelLrnnary test without "blow" confirmed that no lift 
force resulted when the model was set at zero incidence in this wsy. 



3.0 wt c:tlihratlon 

3.1 wflur< or- --- 

rile measurement of the jet Lwgle for the 900 model - the first to 
be tested - proved fairly sij:ple, for the parallel portzon of the slot was 
kite its xndtn and accurate mac.hinin<g had left the external corners sharp. 
Long fine strands of‘ wool attached to the trailmng edge close to and on 
either sxde of the slot indicated a mean jet direction perpendicular to 
the chord when eighted ap,ainst a reference line scribed on the tunnel wall. 
Also, vrlth the modtl set at zero incadence, the balance regxtered zero 
thrust until the strength of the jet woe sufficient to produce unstable 
secordzry effects. These were causeit by the jet ampinging on the top 
tunnel wail and turnrng towards either -the inlet or the outlet of the 
vuox%ing section, the choice apparently being detemtmned by draughts in 
the bullding since an anitiation or a reversal of the effect could be 
6lA,lined by blocking t‘nc tunnel exit. The qector action of' the jet 
stre,sm zrduced n flow of air through the wvld tunnelv.S.ch gave rise to an 
a3xrent drag or thrust on the aerofoil, Hoxever, the direct neasure- 
nent of' C3r@e usang wool tufts, su~rted by the null point thrust measure- 
ment wth small jet flows, was considered suf'f'x~ently conclusive ?or the 
Jek fieflectlon angle to be taken as gO.Oo. 

ITlti the 30' model a different technique was attempted in order to 
obtain the high Ciegree of accuracy necessary. After a preliminary trial 
with wool tufts had indicated that the jet deflectlon was newly 31°, the 
model wes set at -31.0° so that the jet issued very nearly horizontally. 
A tkzust calibrotlon vas then performed, as described m Section 3.2, a 
small error a.n jet angle making little dafference to the results. The 
aerofoil was then turned to +59.0° incidence, to give a nearly vertlczil 
jet, and the thmst balance plus pressure plotting used to determine the 
snail thrust or dra,g which would permit a correction to be made to the 
noamal jet angle. 
at 59" incidence 

Howver, becC:use of the l‘~age orea of the model - 
- presented. to the rnduced tunnel flow, the effects 

doscribed above relatulg to the 900 model were pronounced oven at the low 
values of jet total pressure and the method had to be abandoned. As for 
the 9Go model, direct obscrvatl.on of the ulp;le was then resorted to, but 
this tirr,e three pairs of very fine cotton threads viere speced along the 
span, the tests covering a Lange of tuft leryths and jet total. pressures. 
The J& angle waz determined oe 31.4O at-d <a. number of dxscreet measure- 
ments using the snme method gave this value consrstently over several 
days. .!s m additional check the model was set to zero incidence and 
the thrust measured for a number of jet total pressure settings. TO 
this thmst mns added the pr essure force actang parallel to the chord line 
and, when the total was divided. by the cosine of the estimated angle of 
31.40, the quotient agreed well with the measured values of corrected 
thrust <w shown on the curve in Fzgure 7. 

3.2 The thzust 

With the PG" model set at -900 xncidence, the thrust was measured 
over the complete ?xqe of jet totoJ. pressure that could safely be used. 
'The balance was not fW.ly operative until after the tests on this model, 
but the thrust was "wc3.ggeedw using the com@eted suspensaon arms snd links 
together with cord,pull.eys, a yoke exx3 a scale pan. The manometer 
connected to the static holes in the model showed that a considerable 
pressure force was "induced" by the jet streur, and lt amounted to a "drag" 
of about tllnc per cent of the measured thrust. 'Cith this correction added 
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The sane procedure :w.s adopted for the 30° model, the incidence 
for callbraC>.on bang -31.&O and the pressure forces both nonal and 
parallel to the cl~rdlme being resolved parallel to the thrust line and 
added. FlgLli'e 7 shms the result. 

4.0 Aehzvlour at zero uu.dence - 

4.-I "he Jet shape 

hs an ala to nn unaerstcmding of the Jet flap mechanism rind to test 
the V?lItity of' SOIZI~ of the asaWapt:!ons2 CCIIIC~~~II~ the Jet sheet, 
eqxxiants were made usin%? the 300 and 0' nodels (see Section 5.2 for 

0' Ia3d.d) to 6:~sCOvCr thz path ot' the Jet, the extent of 3.75s penetration 
into the malnstre,u;i and. 1ts rate of drffusion, Two pitof combs were 
used to measure the dutrlbution of total pressure in the vicmity of the 
jet stream, onc conslntmg of 31 tubes e?ch 1 mm. wtslde diameter ad 
evmlqy spuccd 11 2.93 inches for use ‘at strltlons I5 and C (see Figure 8) 
ond the otkcr havuq 20 tubes of' 0.: mAI. diameter Fltched closely together 
for use at +xt.tlon A where the "wake" was narrow ma the! gradients of 
totd pressure were steep. At these stations tie pitot combc;, which 
proJecteti thrz..& the tunnel wall, were fuced in such a manner that the 
peak of e.~ch%ake" 1~3s recorded for all values of the jet weffxient, CJ, 
between 0 and 1.0 (see Sectxon L.2 for the definition of CJ) the centre 
line of the w&e for CJ = 0 providm:i;: a. datum from Nhich the Jet penetra- 
tion could be ii~~.sured. .;t station A the narrw comb eras aligned approX- 
hately with the jet centre 11ne but it was not wxIe enou& to record 
the peak of the "no blow" wake. kt stat.tlon 3, the reKotest plane possible 
within the limxt of the transperent panels, the width of the larger pltot 
comb also was insuiflcient to incl&e the centres of both the Jet atrem 
and the ~wike vtitb C;r = 0. %us, since there was no means of moving the 
instrument stem a mewured v%txr,l distance, a simple total head tube 
1.5 mm. outside dx?meter was trsverscd manualljr to obtan the necessary 
idwmatlon, the entry bexg positioned -zisnally b&ii-eer. scales marked on 
both trzpapareot side walis ai‘ tllc workxng section. EXmnples of the 
"Vm.h?" shapes at CJ E 0.30 we shown for the foilr statrons m I%.gure 8, 
to&her with the jet p&h dcr~ved from these exploratrons, whilst the 
penetration of the jet Into tile n~nstrean at stntxns 3, C and '3 1s shown 
111 P1_@33 3. 

For the purvxe of plottxng the jet cath, the measurement of the 
pnetrstzon at only three plana proved ina&quate, &xl obstructions pre- 
vented the mounting of the &o't combs in intermediate positlons. The 
simrle prtot tube was, therefore, usea ia explore a-d find tlze gxx5itlon 
Of m;*ximun tote1 pressure i.3 any one plane and a distant, carefully 
aligned, spotlight then uxizcated the posltlon of the pitot entry on 
traom~ paper affixed to the tunnel x&l. Flyre 10 IS a fax copy of 
the result vxth the check ljoints obt,.~xned from &tot comb measurements 
skied 3s corrobor3txve evzdence. 

These brief, soaemhat unrefued exxrxments formed the bac~und 
for 8 part of the A.i?~@ZxIt for the VOh,iity L,? t?e theoretical Jet flap 
model m Reference 2. 
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4.2 Lift -- 

the mtegrated presare force m the y dmection, (see Figure 46) 
which 1~ the pressme lift, $, sincea = 0, was a&d& to the ver+zxLL 
component of the jet thrust to give the total lift k,. Or, in coefficient 
fOJ.Tl, 

G = ck + CJ Sin 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . (1) 

h-here CJ, T;he jet coeffxicnt, 1s given by 

Gross thrust oer unit span (J) CJ = - 
;puoz c 

. . . . . . (2) 

(For nomenclature see A~mdlx I and r'igure 46). 

Px@mes 11 and 12 show 30th the total and the pressure lift 
coefflclents, CL, and C+, plotted zgarnst the Jet COeffXCEnt, CJ, for 

the 90" and 30° models. 

In Reference 2 it is shown that:- 

%= [ CJ 
i+$.li'+ dCJ2) 1 (3) 

end the magnification factor - a meful practical concept - by:- 

Jfe = Total lift 3 Lo 

Jet lift J sine 

I+-$. 
CJ 

+ O(CJ9 
1 

. . (4) 

The experimentaLl values of : /Y 
13 ad 14. 

.,. are plotted ~arnst CJ in Figures 

The alxwe equations for CL and d I% o are derived from the para- 

metric rel&tionshrps:- 

ami 

A0 = i” + y) 2 

CJ = * F * . . . . .* . . (5) 7c 1 + cos $ 

where $ defmes the sxzc of the rtiple analogous flap. 

The factor k , JOL  ̂the purposes oi this Report, may be consdered as a 
practmd. Jet sllape factor that 16 given by 
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-mere 'q is the argle of deflection of an analogous hinged flap on the 
equxvalent thin aerofo~l. V'lth a thy aerofoxl the value of k would be 
such as to account for the difference betview t'ne pressure distribution 
on the cnroed jet flap surface and that on the svnplc straight flap with 
the same total lift. In pmctxe, howver, it 1s tifected also by the 
shape of the aerofoll section in the trazlxng edge region, by the Reynolds 
number, and b;i the jet coefficxnt and &flux angle. So far no theo- 
ret?cal value has bscn suggested For k altnou& It 1s expected to be in 
the region of 1.0, 1.6. for sxal.1 jet q%les ri F 0. 

The experlmenta! valzs oi' k obtuned t>xrough equations (5) include 
all the ef'fects of bokndaxy layer separatxon from the model. curves of 
k plotted against CJ ace shown m Fqures 13 aii 16. 

A compre1-,ens~ve selection cf pressure dlstrlbut].on curves is given 
for gener& mr"ormat1oon m 'r'igures 17 to 20 for the 900 model, and. in 
Fzga-e~ 23 to 26 for the 300 model, Tihilst in Sectron 4.3 the evidence 
pi?ov~ded by a number of these distributions 1s used to mterpret certain 
of' the ohservcd phenomena. 

4.3 Some NeyEolds number effects 

For all thy tests on both mo;iels with a jet coeffxcient of 0.5 or 
less the chordal Hey~olds number vjag 1+.25 x IO? (mainstream speed = 
100 f-b/s) but, rn!rrth the pressure lnslde the model aeroforl lunxted to 
about 15 p.s.i. gage, values of CJ above 0.5 - 3C" model only - could 
only be obtamneil by reducrng the al r speed in the tunnel with a con- 

sequent reduction in .?.eynolds number. &s The value of - has been inclu- 
" 

ded m the relevant illustratxns. 

The :'ollow~ng j-oints were noted from the results of the 90° model 
tests: - 

(I) A dlscontmuity in the CL - CJ curve at a value of 

C3;r= 0 e 3+ (Fqure 11) . This LS more obvious in the 
- CJ curve (Fxgure 13) and still more so m the 

i +CJ curve (Figure 15). 

(Ii) The lack of a suctlon peak near the tra-lling edge 
untxl a C of 0.039 1s reached (pressure distribution 
ca-ves (a?, (b) and (c) 2-n X&w-e 17). 

(xii) Tne sudden reduct3.on of pressure after a partial 
recovery on the upper surface at the tralllng edge 
at all values of CJ (PI-e.%ure dlSt~~UtlOn CUrYeS 
(a) to (k) 23. ihgwes 17 to 20). 

These observations prompted some emerime&s with transition wires 
flttcd to the aerof'oll whwh, by then, had been rebuilt rnth Its 300 
t rarrlmg edge. Fqu-en 21 and 22 shov? C& and VT,, respectively, 

plotted sgamst CJ for the aerofoil with and wz.thout trip Vares, the 
result3 for varxous arrangements of the wares bemng added from a separate 
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test, whilst the pressure duArimtion.s obtained from that test are shown 
in curves (a) to (e) of Figure 23 in order of increasing lift. It should 
be noted that the remainder of the testing on the 30° model was done with 
both transition wires in tne position shovm at (e) in Figure 23. 

A study of the pressure distributions, rei&orced by the evidence 
from lift measurements and by explorations with wool tufts end a smoke 
probe, suzgests the following interpretation. 

In general the momentulr, deficiency in the boundnry layer at the 
trailing edge sf the aerofoil, vrhxh would be sned as a wake in the 
absence of a Jet, causes a diminution in the effective Jet strength issuing 
from the slot. Reference 3 considers how this interaction affects thrust 
and drag, but since it is a net loss to the jet system the lift alse can 
be modified, rind the rapid increase of k - the flap shape factor and the 
most sensztive indicator to the functioning of the jet flap system - vmth 
CJ at small values of the latter is to be expected as the ratio of the acro- 
foil drag coefficient to the jet coefficient becomes small. (See Figures 
15 and 16 and sectmn 5.1). 

Consider the conditions Where the peak leading edge static pressure 
, 1s less txn about -1.2, the value corresponding to s CJ 

;s;;;=;;;9m~el~ of 0 035 for t e 90° model - Figure 17 (d) - and between 0.15 and 0.20 
Figure 23 (g) and (h) - 

the curves of CJ+,-J~~, 
and where discontinuities in 

and k occur - Fqures II to 16. An arbitrary but 

relevant local Ruynolds number is umJm,w s 
v 

, where Urna is the local peak 

velocity and s the .wrfacc d-stance from the front stagnation point to 
the point of inflection of the pressure olurve, Twhich was considerably less 
thau that at which lsminar separation or transition occurred in classical 
work on flows around circular cylinders - as for example in References 4 
and 5 - and so it appeared that the Luninar boundary layer must have per- 
sisted to near the trailing edge r:hhen no trip wires were fitted. (N&e 
here observations (ii) and (iii.) abow concerning the 900 model, also the 
shape of the Fressure distribution for the 30° model without a trip wire 
on the upper surfsee, Figure 23 (a) and (b)). This lsmirxar separation 
near tine trailing edge might be expected to cause a greattir loss to the 
jet lifting system than would the delayed separation of a turbulent 
boundary layer. 

It follows that the increase in lift at low values of CJ, found 
when trip wires were placed oft on the 30“ model, were due probably to the 
benefits bestowed by a lommar boundary layer over the majority of the 
acrofoil surface and a dolsyed, or even non-existent, s-p‘aretlon at the 
trailing edge brought about by transition to turbulent flout at tne wires. 
(Note also the lover measured drag on the modelvith trip wires added - 
Section 5.1). 

Above the critical value of c?J required to give a Cp of about -1.2 the 
suction peak and adverse pressure gradient near the leading edge were 
sufficiently large, apparently, to osuse transition there, possibly 
following a small bubble of laminar separation although this could not be 
detected. For the 90' model this transition might have delayed the 
separation at the trailing edge to some extent, but the resulting thick 
boundary layer offset this and thus accounted for the abrupt check in the 
rate of increase of k with CJ (Fi~uure 15). Separation at the trailing 
edge of the 90° model was present at all times during the tests in spite 
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The pxltion of the centre of lift 1s shown plaited agtinst CGj in 
Fq~~es 27 and 28, together vath the theoretical curt~c given by2 

a0 - 

c 
= $ - I: 

g [1 - jLL . $T - 5 . 3 ---- ] (6) 
L 

where cl, is measured aft the mid-chord pomnt of the aerofoil et zero 
incidence. The V~&E t?ken for 1\ was that obtanec? experlmentctlly ae 
described m Section 4.7. 

5.0 Evvrdence on the thrust hwthesis 

5.1 Pxperments usiqg the 3B and 90° models 

The "tlxust" hypothesis states2 that "m ‘an uleeallzo& jet flap 
system, tne gross thrust eqerxenced by the structur- will equal thz 
total Jet reaction whatever the angle of def'lectlon of the jet" since, 
with I]otential flow in the mainstream, a thu non-mlxmng jet sheet mat 
expziance a pressure drag iorce of J(1 - 00s 0) as T,ell as the li3'ting 
force of J sin 0 m order that the pressure difference across it becomes 
zero at infiraty. Thm, wxth no net drag exwted on the com'Aned system 
Of the .%erOfOll plUS Its Jet, the aerofoilmust rece‘lve a thrust eqw.1 to 
J(1 - cos 6) L-J a&%itxon to the du-ect component of the jet rpactlon, 
J cos 6. In _oractxe the amount by which the horizontal force actwg on 
the eerofoil exceeds J cos 6, and whxh 1s terrr,ed the pressure thrust, may 
be more or less than J(1 - cos 0). The ' aucgpm?ted' uduced thrust 1s 
considered In Reference 3, as 1s the first of the two main factors tendxng 
to reduce the pressure ttimst, namely, the process of muclng between the 
Jet and tLD.e manstream sir. The second factor 1s the onset of a separa- 
'aon bubble at the leadmg edge. 

It was with these problems m mint that the first build of the model 
aerofo~lwaz fltted v%th a traling edge haiing Its Jet slot at 90° to 1n.e 
chordline so that, vath the aerofoll at zero xncldence, any thrusti measured 
could only be pressure thrust z.nd its deterr,,uatxon would not depend upon 
the aocu:acy of measurement of the difference of tvv large forces. Wx+h 
the thxxst ha.l~~~ce n?t completed, the forces of thrust and drag were 
initully computed fro?; the pressure dutr;butlon. Later the temporay 
balance describe? xn Sectzon 3 .2 was med as a check end t'le results 

CT 
obtained from both methods arc plotted. in Fqure 29 zn the form -2 agsinst 

CJ 

CJ (dlW3 CT, = 
measured thrust) '1 

@Jo' e 
were It will be seen that the pressure 

thrust re,ached a maxxrmx~ of only 37 per cent of the jet reactIon. An 
exploration of tne nlrflow 16th ~001 tufts ad a smoke probe revealed that 
the manstream air below the aerof0.A was entcrlng the Jet stream perpen- 
dicularly over a duAa.nce oI * the order of an Inch from the slot and, close 
to tne jet exit, was even being turned to wet the jet before entrainment. 
If, for exaplt, a proportion of the ultimate loss to the system is assumed 
to beer some relatxonship to the momentum flux of the entrxaed a~, v&r& 
enters the jet at right angles, then, ta.kmg a 1ocs.l vcloaty of 84. ft/s 
and a flow area 1 in. x 12 m., thx qumt~"y 1s of tnc ort!er of 1.4 lb 
or nearly half the loss actually eqerx.en::cd. Jn a3&txon there was a 
large region above the jet she-t ;;t~re revtrscd flow XII? consldcrable 
turbulence were present ;nd this I*~x,,~,, -"+ !:T-L been an even greater source of 
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loss than the raGid en9xix.mlt of maicstresm am. The exact mechamsm 
of the thrust loss is not yet resolved but the qualitative assessmnt of 
the large volumt of 'spoilt' flo-w uXlicates that, with the x&Ll used, the 
measureinent of any piessure thrust 1s encouragmg. As cTpx2tcd, the onset 
of leading edge separatmn at CJ + 0.4 mused a m&den reduction in 
measured tnmst. 

The thrust balance W&Y completed m tme for the 300 model tests 
so that only a few sazzple pressure cZlstr~butAons were plotted agamst y, 
these being necessary miilnly to check t&t theu- coutrxbutmn to the 
pitcbmg moment was, 8s assumed, msign~f~cant (set S6otion L.4). The 

CT, 

C-1) Pressure or form drag (other than Jet drag) - coefficient cDP - 
included m both methods of thrust mesxurement. 

(2) Skx frxtmn - coeP?'lclent Lbf - inzluded only 1x1 the 
balanw measurements. 

(3) Induced drag, (tiiree-dL~ens~.onal drag) due to the thick boundary 
layer on the s~3ie walls of the vorkug sectxon - mcluded to 
scr~e extent in pressure dlstribtit%on <and 

(5) Jet drag - affects pressure dz..b --'-ributlon and th-reforc ucluded 
m both methods of measurer,int. 

'The follo%ng table summarises tht result of some measurements 
and estuilates concerning stems (7) and (2) 36th "no-b;ow" condltlons. 
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Table of measured and esti@ed dram 

coefrlclents for CJ = 0 

' fmm w'nf ,q), from me‘i- 
pi-“SSUE xsc1- sure<1 values Detals of 

!ilstrl- matea 
CDp + %f 

= LT, + q); + ? 
model. 

but].on 

0.0103 0.0039 0.0140 
(a) 

0.0236 (? = sepa- 90" model - 
ration near T IL . . no tr:p pra.res 

0.011 0.0211 
b) 

+ t1p clearance 
effect) 

I not 0.0214 (7 = sepa- 30° model - 
measured ration recar T.F. n0 tr-lp v&es 

+ tip clearimoe 
eff cct ) 

/ 0.0081 
, 

O.OC49 0.013 0.0173 (7 = t1p 300 model I 
I (cl clear:ance effect u%th trap 

OfiY) Wll-fX 
/ 

!a) &awning laminar boundary layer to T.R. 

(b) Assum~~fUly turbulent boundary layer 
from LE. 

above - could bc ma&e, but zt was established thst. by uureasmg the gap 
between the aerofoils and thz tunnel walls 'rilth the thrust balance in WC, 
the weasured i;i?rust decreased and, nith "no blol,v", the dray increased. 
The "a&" drag, again, could not be mca3urad for n model with CL deflected 
Jet but, for an aerofollwith ;i more orthodox traling edge and en undeflec- 
ted jet of cold air, it is sho~m in Section 5.2, that tiis amounts to some 
six per cent of the jet reactl;on st small values of CJ. It 1s to be 
eqected that, for an ellqAlcal sectxon tra11ng edge, the Jet drag would 
be increased3. 

3or the JO0 model there appeared to be an increase 111 the thrust 
measured by balanre end a alight decrease ix that computed from the 
pressure distrxbutions when lo&ng edge separat.tlon ocsurrei?, but since 
oay the pressurt tnmst could be aff'tsted to a first order, and kttle 
of this was present, no nctxeable loss could be expcrtcd and tx q)parent 
increase in thrust by balance may h3ve been ~fl realit: ?. dtxrease 111 the 
relemmt drag items - see (2) and (4) zbovo - due to tix? rcducen suotxon 
peak. 
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5-.-. I_ .2 ,SC?t '8X-w t?Z$O+lm&S W.t‘t ml UddkCtki Jet 

The observation of the very large entro.inment angle of the main- 
stream enterxpg the Jet sheet from below the 90° mcdel, which supgested a 
"loss" in the mixing process, prompted the construction of a simple aero- 
foil havmg an undeflected jet slot situated in a comparatively thin 
trailing edge; the section is shown m Figure 3-i. At first, with only 
the temporary balance ava~l&le, no "jet dra&' could be detected but, 
wxth the sensltlvsty of the completed balance, a reduction in the rne~%~.%8 
thrust, greater than the "no blow" drag on the aerofoll, was found. 
'With the simply constructed model the Crad.ln,g ed.&c %ms not CitJsolutely 
rxgid and, as the relationship between thrust and jet total pressure was 
not constant from day to dsy, each test was preceded by a thrust cali- 
bratlon, there bexng a contrnuous trend of decreasmg thrust for a given 
jet total pressure smountlng to just less than fxvo per cent of the XIXL- 
tiil Jet reaction from st&rt to finish of the tests sn s+.te of frequent, 
Caref'd cleani~ of the Jet slot. ?lo drag correction WM made to the 
thrust calibration since it was thought that, with the model at zero 
incidence to the small flow of air induced through the poind tunnel by the 
jet (see Section 3.1), It would be ne&igible. Later, rvhen lhe same 
modclwm required for some further tests, the trailing edge was modified 
to prevent the variation of tie thrust calibration and the 'induced' 
drag correctmn was computed and found to 5e about 0.6 per cent of the 
measured tlnrust. The result of' these tests and another made after the 
modification to the trailiq edge IS presented in the srame form as that 
for the 'iO" and ?O" models so that an overall comparuon may be made 
(Figure 31) while in Figure 32 the effwtlve drag coeffxcxcnt, given by 
CJ - CT,, is plotted against the Jet coefficxnt for values of the latter 

up to 0.10, over whzh range the uxrcase in Q,- n*th CJ is linear. 

When Cn, v~as artik'icially increased by adding a strip of metal to the 

leading edge there was no signxfuxnt drfference in the rate of increase 
of Qeff with CJ, and the same result ws.s found when Lb0 was decreased 
by adding a "plastxzr~c" faring to xmprove the leading edge profile; 
both these effects are shown in Frgwe 32. The fsnal reduction of all 
this data to n common basu for comparison was mLtie by subtractin& the 
"no blow" ilr,e,g coefficient, Lb,, from the effective drag coefficient, 

cu eff, to get the jet dr,ag coefficient, CI,~, and this is shown, plotted 

@p.mst CJ, in Figure 33. The average value of 0~. appears to be about 

0.06 CJ l.dLd CJ F 0.10 and thoreeft~r it xmreases at the reducea rate 
of 0.017 per 1nu.t mCrement Of CJ. When the model, fitted with nose 

faxing, was tested at 50 P.p.s. tunnel speed 
i 

uoc 
- = 2.13 x 10% the 

> 
higher rate of increase of Cn, was maintained to 1 value of CJ of about 

+mJ 
0.25 and then dropped so that - = 

acJ 
G.OlC4.. 

It should be noted that the Jet drag measured in these experiments 
is for a cold au Jet with a density roughly equal to that of the main- 
streem. In practice, the propulsive Jet w-s.11 be hot and it is to be 

PU expected theoretically, that in cruising flight, tien - 91.0, there 
PJUJ 



will be little or no Jet drsg3. (p and PJ are the densities of the 
udisturbed mainstresm air and the Jet fluid respectxvdy; UJ = the jet 
veloaty at mainstream pressure before mixing). Tins conclusion 1s 
supprted by the results of some tests on the ssme model with hydrogen as 
the jet fluid - ‘see Reference 3. 

6.0 The lift at incidence 

The total lift coeffrcicnt for the aerofoil at lncldence was compu- 
ted from the integration of the pressure distributions pnrailel and normal 
to the chordline and from a knowledge of the jet reaction and its line of 
action. For the 30° model the pressure forces acting parallel to the 
chordline were neglected apart from sample checks whi& showed that the 
error produced by this approxxmatlon was less than 0.40 per cent. 

The experimental values of the total lift coeffxlent, CL, are 
plotted against incidence in Figures 34 and 35, the broken lines being 
given by 

=L cr, = CL, + a ;r;;: [I . . . . . . . . .* . . (7) 

a=0 

and k is given the value found cxpctientally fro= the tests at zero 

incidence. It can be seen that the stalling point (2 = 0 ) occuTs at 

an incidence whxh decreases with increasrng CJ, but that the decrease 
itself diminishes at the hxgher values of CJ and, for the 30° model, 
this staliing incxdence tends to a luniting value of about +5O (Figure 
351. As the 90° model was not tested at a Jet coeffxient higher than 
0.50, at vjhich value the stall occurred at +2o uxxdence, It 1s difficult 
to estimate the lunting value, but the trend Indicates that this aerofofi 
might stall at small negative angles of incidence with large jet coefficients. 
The theoretical curves and experimental points for 

are plotted in Figures 36 and 37, where It can be seen that there is good 
agreement. 

7.0 IDn~ltudulal st&lllt~ 

The pitching moment on the acrofoil at xnclaence wss found by 
the method described m SectIon 1t.4, again neglecting the pressure dis- 
tribution glottcd against thickness for the 300 model except for sample 
checks which, 111 general, showed the resultant error to be less than 0.40 
per cent of the uxorrected moment. Where tAhe latter itself was small 
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and of the same order as the correction, the error in the value of d was 
only 0.12 per cent of the chod. 

From a :knowledge of the ltit and pitching moment coeiflcients the 
dlstsnce of the aerdynamic centre aft the quarter-chord point was found 
aId is plotted 8.gamt CJ in Figwe 27 .?d. 28. Theoretxal curves have 
been added, and are given by2 

1 
a k 'J' _=a.- 
c 4 Jzi 

again using values of k obtained experxrientally in the tests at zero 
ux5dence. 

Knowing the induced force nom&. to the chord lmne, as well as the 
direct thrust and its line of actxon, the centre of lift position was 
found aad d/~ is plotted against a in Figures 38 and 37. From plots on 
a larger scale 

. . l . . . . . (9) 

cl=0 

wag deterrmned and the result IS shown III Figures 40 and 41 together with 
the theoretical cw-vcs from Jseference 2:- 

1 5 
J 

I + 0.6 cJ - 0.4 c, ---- 

i 

(IO) 

US* 

whwh is applicable only for small angles of izxxdence as various terms 
of the or&r (C@)s were omittd in the simplification of the expression. 

PmaUy, B'igures 42 and L3 show the variation of the pitchzug 
moment coefflclent, G, with lift coefficxnt, it being noted that the 
straight lines &xvn through the expz5mental points for both models at 

CJ WlbSS 0 f 1.0 or less converged very near the point 0~ = -2x, Cm = - T2, 

whilst even at the high values of CJ = 3.0 and 4.0 the tangent to the 
curve at a = 00 passed fairly close to the ~JIII~ point. These observa- 
txons suggest the empirical relationship. 

where m 1s the slope which by uspection appears to be 

m = a - ZCZ J 

The value for Z seems to be reasonably constant, but different 
for the tvi~ model aerofoils, and It could be of the form, 

ksin0 
z z 

ccnstart 
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The f'ollorn~ table shows the experimental value of 2, and the 

value of F is added for both models. 
x 

Comparison of experimental and empirical constants 

relating Cm to CL 

900 model 300 model 
I .~ 

CJ 

I-. 
kslne ksine 

Z 
2 ..G Z 

2,pi 

o.ooy5 0.129 0.0985 

o.ozJ+ 0.142 0.138 

i o.‘g4 0.141 0.157 
0.20 0.0906 0.0902 

, 0.466 0.142 O.l!s& 

j 0.500 0.0948 0.0945 

; 1.00 0.0963 0.0903 
1 

It seems wry likely, from the experimental evidence, that for 
values of CJ IE 1.0, 

i CL + 2x 1 . . . . (It) 

where Z is a constant for one aerofoll geometry and jet angle. It also 
seems probable that 2 is proportlonsl to k&no, and the tw experiments 
so far completed suggest that, 

k&n'3 
z=---- *,~~ .* . . . . . . . . . . (12) 

Rowever, this last empirioum should be accepted only with considerable 
reserve. 

8.0 Ground lnterf'vence effects - 

The 30° model was used to investigate the effect of proximity to 
a "ground" made of 0.25 XI. thick "Duralwnm" plate stiffened at its 
edges ivlth angle sectlon members and extendrng the full length and 
breadth of the bind tunnel working section, its Ieating edge being two 
chords upstremn from model leadlng edge. Care was taken in fatting the 
"ground" in any of its alternative posItions to eflSnre that the surface 
vas flat and parallel to the top and bottom walls of the tunnel, the 
undisturbed airflow through the working section being parallel to these 
in normal Circwnstsnces. Only tests at zero mcidence wre performed 
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A range of CT 
chctiline from 0.1&c 

from 0.10 to 4.17 and of ground clearance from the 
(1.5 in.) to 1.0~ (8.0 in.) was covered by3tg,pts, 

the results benlg ~.llustrated m Zigwes I+!+ and 45, wlere CL, any 
respectively arc plotted agzz~nst ground clearance for ?;he different values 
Of CJ. it C8.n be Seen frOm thCSC cuI'%s thztt for W.kes Of CJ U-p to 

2.0 and of ground clearance hvm to 0.30 x chord leqth, the effect is 
far from intoler:~ble. 

9.0 Collc.luslons -- 

The ex+zrrmental results frar? sn elliptical acrofo~l having a 
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l~'IXln~ and the jet flap. 
19.G.T. .I. b:exra.ndxi~ No. L.250, 
A.R.C. 18,422. wtohcr, 1955. 
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II TLaLE 

Twt results for 90° node1 at i’icldence. (8 = W.O’l 

cJ 
a 

decrees c, c, 

-5.0 -0.182 -o.l2808 -70.8 -5.0 0.063 -0.12m 
-2.5 +0.0&a -Lo697 t147.5 -2.5 0.287 -0.0691 
-1.25 O.lW -0.0446 t31.2 -1.25 0.4li -0.04% 

o.cc95 0 0.241 -0.ooe2 +3.40 0.024 0 0.532 -0.0067 
+I.25 0.539 to.0220 -4.09 cl.25 0.749 +0.0319 

25 0.582 0.0547 -9.41 2.5 0.843 0.0570 
5.0 0.797 0.1122 -14.15 5.0 1.094 l?,llll 
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2 
lo.6 
10.1 
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‘J 

0 
0.02 100 4.25 o.o?o 
0.03 100 4.25 0.143 
0.04 100 4.25 0.109 
0.05 loo 4.25 0.2&s 
0.07 120 4.25 0.396 
0.10 100 4.25 0.514 
0.15 100 4.25 o&d 

0.k 100 4.25 0.196 
O.CJ 100 425 0.255 
0.01, 1m 4.25 0.349 
0.05 160 Lb.25 0.390 
0.07 100 4.25 0.520 
0.10 103 $2.5 OGZ 
0.15 100 4:25 i&33 
0.2s la0 4.25 1.029 
0.50 100 4.25 1.256 
6.40 100 4.25 1.438 
0.x 100 4.25 1.749 
0.75 01.6 3.45 2.11A 
1.00 50 2.12 2.11+1 
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2.50 44.a 1.~ 4,322 
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3.2525 0.2210 

C.X& 
0.433 0.:015 
0.656 3.625 
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lLF?EnDIX I 

Ibtatmn 

Symbol Quantity where defined or fkrst used 

U Localmainstrem vcloclty relative Sectmn 5.2 
to the aerofoA 

uo Undlsturbrd mainstream velocity convmt 3.one.l 
relative to the aerofoil. 

Jet fluid velocity relative to the Section 5 2 . 
aerofoil. 

P hb.instream density :assuming mncon- Convel1t1onal 
pressible flow) 

PJ Jet fluid density. Section 5.2 

v Kinaiatx viscosity. Conventxonal 

P I0cal static pressure. Conventional and Figures 
17-20 and 23 to 26 

PO Static pressure of undisturbed Conventional and Figures 
minstream 17 to 20 and 23 to 26 

pt. Total head pressure. Conve~ltional and Fqure 8 

Ge~metncal 

Symbol 

a 

n 

0 

c 

a 

c 

a 

30 

XWUiY 

Qmntity 

Angle of incidence. 

Analo~oous flap angle. 

Jet deflection angle 

In a.rLalogous f&p s1zL' parameter. 

Distance of eerodynamc centre aft 
the q.mrt::r chord point. 

'There defmed or first used 

Conventional and Figure 46 

Section 4.2 

Section 4.2 and Figure 46 

Sectmn 4.2 

Section 7.0 

krofoiA chord. Conventional 

Distance of' centx of total lift 
aft the mid-chord pomt. 

Scxtion 7.0 and Fxgure 46 

ir, for "d", but with the zerofoil 
at zero incidence 

Section 4.4 

Co-ordinates &long and ~erpendiou- 
1a.r to the am-&oil chord-lme. 

Fqure 46. 
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Conventional ad. FQure 46. 

Sectun &.2 znd Fqure 46 

Section 4.2 and Figure 46 

3kgure 46 (only used in 
coef'_ruient 13l-m - SectIon 
7.c) 

C0~wentmml ,anJ. Section 5.1 

sectmn 5.1 

Section 5.2 and ?igure 32 

section 5.2 

Section 4.2 

Section 6.0 

Sectzon 4.2 

Sectmn 4.3 and Fig-m-2 8 
and Figures 17 to 20 and 
23 to 26 
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